Many theories of early word learning begin with the uncertainty inherent to learning a word from its co-occurrence with a visual scene. However, the relevant visual scene for infant word learning is neither from the adult theorist's view nor the mature partner's view, but is rather from the learner's personal view. Here we show that when 18-month old infants interacted with objects in play with their parents, they created moments in which a single object was visually dominant. If parents named the object during these moments of bottom-up selectivity, later forced-choice tests showed that infants learned the name, but did not when naming occurred during a less visually selective moment. The momentary visual input for parents and toddlers was captured via head cameras placed low on each participant's forehead as parents played with and named objects for their infant. Frame-by-frame analyses of the head camera images at and around naming moments were conducted to determine the visual properties at input that were associated with learning. The analyses indicated that learning occurred when bottom-up visual information was clean and uncluttered. The sensory-motor behaviors of infants and parents were also analyzed to determine how their actions on the objects may have created these optimal visual moments for learning. The results are discussed with respect to early word learning, embodied attention, and the social role of parents in early word learning.
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Introduction
Infants learn their first words through the co-occurrence of a heard word and a visual scene. By many analyses (Frank, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Quine, 1964; Smith & Yu, 2008; Snedeker & Gleitman, 2004; Waxman & Booth, 2001) , the central theoretical problem in explaining how infants break into word learning is the ambiguity inherent in everyday scenes with their many potential referents. In this view, it seems unlikely that an infant would, for example, hear the word ''train'' when then named object was the only object in view; instead, it seems that the infant would more often hear the label when the intended referent, a toy train perhaps, was part of a visual jumble of many things, for example, with a toy car, a ball and a cup on the floor. This, then, is the theoretical problem: Given the ambiguity inherent in such everyday scenes and a learner who may as yet know none of the names of the things in that scene, how can that learner determine the intended referent?
Contemporary solutions endow infants with remarkable cognitive skills, including prior knowledge about the kinds of concepts that are lexicalized by languages (Waxman & Booth, 2001) , the ability to make inferences about the thoughts and intentions of the speaker (Baldwin, 1993) , and powerful statistical mechanisms that evaluate data across many word-scene experiences (Frank et al., 2009; Smith & Yu, 2008; Yu & Smith, 2007) . These are all internal cognitive solutions that accept the premise of referential ambiguity. Here we consider an external sensorymotor solution and the possibility that the premise of referential ambiguity is exaggerated. Early word learning often takes place in the context of infants' active exploration of objects: infants do not simply look passively at the jumble of toys on the floor but rather use their body -head, hands, and eyes -to select and potentially visually
